ACROSS
1) View from a pew 40) Unwelcome plant?
5) More adorable 41) Topples from power
10) "Goldberg Variations" 42) Intangible quality
   composer 43) Mars' Greek counterpart
14) French Sudan, today 44) Related to vision
15) Where babies come from 46) Collect
16) "Enchanted" girl of film 49) Ohio tire town
17) One place Kurdish is 51) Times in a classic Yuletide
   spoken  carol
18) ___ War (Rome vs. 57) Stacked cookie
   Carthage) 58) Some rectangular bars from
20) Mary Kay rival 59) Princess loved by Hercules
23) Tease 60) Whirring sound of an
24) Some sanctions 61) Fertilizer from bats
25) "Fiddler on the Roof" 62) Place to pray
   setting 63) American League division
28) Distribute (with "out") 64) Alternative to a sport utility
30) Beautiful and graceful girl 65) Angry dog sound
31) A Lannister in "Game of
   Thrones"
33) Clock-setting std.
36) Indefinitely long period

DOWN
1) In the middle of
2) "Medic" or "meter" lead-in
3) Kill, as a dragon
4) He was a genius, relatively speaking
5) Sugar borrower's quantity
6) 180-degree maneuver
7) Belief
8) Actor Bana
9) Stack of cordwood cut to even
   lengths
10) Skullcap with a propeller, essentially
11) Chipmunk in a red cap
12) Identical being
13) Associates (with), slangily
21) Bit of filly feed
22) Time after time
25) Centers of attention?
26) Plant for burlap
27) City betrayed by a horse?
28) Young woman's title
29) Ostrich cousin
31) Chinese perfume stick
32) Ship's end
33) Ancient France
34) "___ Breckenridge"
35) Pre-Lenin Russian ruler
37) Trunk with a chest
38) Shade
39) Intimidating, as a task
43) Catalog
44) Prayer book selection
45) Trig abbr.
46) Mud brick
47) Tia ____ (coffee liqueur)
48) Australia's ___ Rock
49) Setting the pace
50) Swedish currency
52) Clouds (up)
53) This is one, ironically
54) Groan's partner
55) Thomas ___ Edison
56) Prognosticator